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**At Night We Walk in Circles**
**Desperate & Deceptive**
**Dolled Up for Murder**
**Dark Water**
**Why is Milk White? [j 540 Coe]**
**All the Light You Can Not See**
**The Poacher's Son** #1 in series, read in order
**Tea Rose**
**Wild Rose**
**Winter Rose**
**Monuments Men [940.531 Eds]**
**Russians: People Behind the Power [947.086 Fei]**
**Finding Mercy**
**Savage Harvest [995 Hof]**
**Shady Characters: The Secret Life of Punctuation [411 Hou]**
**The Invention of Wings**
**Ordinary Grace**
**We Are Water**
**The Son**
**Why Don’t Penguins’ Feet Freeze? [500 New]**
**Loss of Innocence**
**Truck: A Love Story [629.224 Per]**
**Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance [917.3 Pir]**
**Lila [not in LCL]**
**Otherwise Engaged**
**Deadly Politics #1 of trilogy**
**Poisoned Politics**
**The Meaning of Names**
**Oh, My Dog [dog training] [not in LCL]**
**Mission at Nuremberg [Biography Gerecke]**
**After the Golden Age**
**Before I Go to Sleep**